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Allen roth closet system lowes

Solid or ventilated shelvingVentilatedManufacturer Color/FinishAntique GrayDrawer Glides TypeCenter (full extension)Drawer Glides MaterialMetalHardware finishSatin nickel cabinet system maximum width (feet)8Closet System Height (Feet)6.6Cl 6.6Closet System Depth (Inches)17Total Hanging Space
(Linear Foot)9Total Shelf Space (Linear Foot)15.3 6 months Special funding: The proposed equal monthly salary shown above may be greater than the required minimum monthly salary, which is the billing statement, if you use the 6-month promotional funding offer. This is the estimated payment: Equal
to the promotional purchase amount divided into 6 (excluding taxes and shipping costs), rounded up to the next highest total dollar. You will pay the promotional purchase amount within 6 months, but only if you do not have any other balances in your account during the 6-month promotional period and
you make the payments on time. All payments are equal to the amount of the promotional purchase amount. If the promotional purchase amount is not paid in full within 6 months, interest will be credited to your account from the date of purchase and all payments will be greater than the amount of the
promotional purchase amount. IMPORTANT: Information about the proposed equal monthly payment assumes the following promotional financing offer for the purchase: No interest if you** pay in full within 6 months** for purchases with lowe's advantage card worth $299 or more. Minimum monthly
payments are required. ** Click for details. Prices, promotions, styles and availability may vary. Local stores do not respect online prices. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected at the site of discovery and Lowe reserves the right to
withdraw the offer provided and correct any errors, inaccuracies or deficiencies, including after submitting the order. Prices, promotions, styles and availability may vary. Local stores do not respect online prices. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to change without notice. Errors
will be corrected at the site of discovery and Lowe reserves the right to withdraw the offer provided and correct any errors, inaccuracies or deficiencies, including after submitting the order. Prices, promotions, styles and availability may vary. Local stores do not respect online prices. Prices and availability
of products and services are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected at the site of discovery and Lowe reserves the right to withdraw the offer provided and any errors, inaccuracies or deficiencies, including after the order has been submitted. Prices, promotions, styles and availability may
vary. Mi Mi shops do not respect online pricing. Prices and availability of products and services are subject to change without notice. Errors will be corrected at the site of discovery and Lowe reserves the right to withdraw the offer provided and correct any errors, inaccuracies or deficiencies, including after
submitting the order. submitted.
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